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REACHING THE PUBLIC: USES OF ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWS 
The preservation of oral reminiscences on tape and typed transcript is a worthwhile . 
enterprise. If you do nothing more than collect interviews-a large undertaking in itself-
you have rendered future generations a valuable serv.ice. But the end products of the in-
terviewing process-oral tapes and transcripts- can be packaged in many innovative '- ._ · 
ways to reach the public. Indeed, some practitioners of oral history argue that public pro-
gramming not only can educate the public about the past but can be a strong motivating 
force for the participants in a project and perhaps stimulate persons to volunteer as narra-
tors and helpers. 
First and foremost, every effort should be made to see that the tapes are deposited in 
a suitable library or archives where they will receive professional care and be made_;!~.:-,< 
cessible to researchers. This may mean placing them in a local library, a large metropqli- · ·_ · 
tan public library, a nearby university library, a local museum or the state library and r~-:.· .. 
archives. You will have spent a great deal of time preparing and conducting each int~r- · - · 
view; don't let this work be lost to posterity! 
~ ~ . .: t:· · .. 
If you are already associated with a library or archives, you'll want to see that infor-
mation on the oral history interviews is disseminated to local historical societies, otb~r 
local libraries, and the news media, including newspapers, magazines, radio and tele·vi-
sion. Once a program has accumulated a sufficient number of tapes, a published directory 
of complete interviews is a good way to inform other organizations and individuals of the 
existence and scope of your collection. 
Public Pro~rams 
Listed below are various types of public programming that effectively utilize oral 
memoirs. · 
1. Video or slide-tape shows which incorporate oral history tapes, old photographs, and . 
period music are easy to prepare and have many uses; civic, cultural, and social 
organizations are always looking for programs. 
2. Plays-historical recreations in dramatic form- based on dialogue from oral history 
tapes can generate community interest. 
3. Some oral history projects produce two- to three-minµte (or longer) programs for radio 
stations and television. For this type of series, oral history interviews usually need ·!_: -
some kind of background music and explanation (narration) to introduce the actual . 
excerpt from the tape. Radio production managers will usually help prepare tapes for 
broadcasti,!lg. · · ·· 
Publications 
Publications are other possible end-products for oral interviews. 
1. Someone can prepare a transcript of particularly good interviews, add photographs and 
other material relating to the narrator(s) and his/ her times, and produce a book 
intended for communitywide distribution and sale. While costs of printing vary, using 
camera-ready copy with minimal graphic work is an inexpensive way to produce such 
an oral history book 
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2. Oral history interviews are a natural subject for a weekly column in a hometown 
newspaper or Sunday supplement magazine. These are prepared like the oral history 
radio programs. _ 
3. Foxfire-concept magazines of community oral history, folklore, and folkcraft hav~ 
been successfully launched by many students. This type of publication requires a 
considerable amount of work and expertise. It definitely is not a one-person operation. 
However, these types of magazines have produced very positive public response in 
communities across the country. 
Concludim: Considerations • .... -::. 
I ,.' t. : •.; ::-~ ~ i/!: JO , 
1. If you decide to prepare some type of public programming or publication, remember _ ~
that you will need to do careful planning even before you start the_ interviewing '!1ti~;.f ·· 
process. You will want to get the best possible sound recording and/or picture (if y~:m 
use a video camera), especially if you intend to use the recording for raqio or TV 
broadcasting. In choosing your equipment-audio· or video recorders and _. _ . 
microphone-keep in mind your need to obtain a very high quality recording. Practice 
using the eqiupment before the interview. · · -: · --~:-/( 
2. You may wish to take a photograph of each interviewee for use later in slide shows, ex-
hibits, or publications. Also, you may want to ask the interviewee for permission to · 
make copies of historical photos or documents they possess that enhance the project 
3. After the interview, a transcript of the tape will be most helpful, if not essential, for 
publication purposes. · ·t · 
4. A signed interview agreement form transferring copyright is another must for those·· · 
considering the creation of public programs. It is common courtesy to tell the narrator 
that you are planning to use the tape in a production. Because of user restrictions, 
subject, or quality, some interviews may not lend themselves to this type of public use. 
·>.-· • 
•;· 
The process from production, editing, and publishing requires significant a~ounts of , J~;ft,{ · 
time, thought, planning, and energy; but the product, whether it is a radio series, . --: ,_ 
videotape, slide-tape program, or book, can repay the investment in favorable publicity 
for the project and public enlightenment. Making use of the interviews completes the . 
process that began with the planning and interviewing stages of the oral history project. 
Courtesy of East Texas State University Library and Archive~ 
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While the tape is the most accurate reproduction of the interview, many believe that 
transcribing is an essential element of the oral history process. There are advantages and 
disadvantages to transcription: 
For: 
1) The narrator can be given the chance to clarify information as well as check spellings 
of proper names 
2) Transcripts are easily indexed by name and subject. 
3) Material is easier to locate and assemble for research use, media presentation, and 
exhibits. 
Against: 
1) It is time-consuming. While the skills and interests of the transcriber may affect 
transcribing time, it is estimated that each hour of tape takes anywhere from 4-6 hours 
just for one rough copy transcription. Total processing time for one hour of tape is over 
10-12 hours. 
2) It is expensive. Good transcribers are hard to find and not inexpensive to hire. Extra 
administrative costs are involved. Local volunteers can sometimes help, but 
transcribing is a long, arduous task which requires intense concentration. 
3) There is sometimes an over-reliance on transcripts by researchers. A transcript cannot 
help but distort what is actually on the tape-sarcasm may go unnoticed, for example. 
The unique personality of the narrator is missing no matter how "verbatim" the 
transcript is. Many oral historians believe that researchers should listen to the tapes 
themselves, making their own interpretive judgments, rather than relying on the 
transcript. 
If you decide to transcribe, remember the following: 
1. Change as little as possible. The narrator's word choice (including grammar) and 
speech patterns should be accurately represented. 
2. Adopt a standard format for manuscripts. The Chicago Manual of Style is 
recommended; also adopt one dictionary for use throughout the project. 
3. Standardize editorial practice and procedure. Verbatim renderings of slang and 
regional pronunciations are the prerogative of each project, but, if used, should be 
consistent .. 
4. Typing a final copy is optional. The edited, rough copy is just as informational and 
useful, though some~hat harder to read than a retyped version. 
5. As far as equipment is concerned, a player or recorder with a foot pedal, comfortable 
headset, fast foward and rewind buttons, which allow the tape to quickly move forward 
and reverse without actually stopping the tape, can be substituted for the more 
expensive transcribing machines. 
6. If a local high school has a business program, the business typing class might be 
persuaded to undertake some transcribing as a class project--assuming that transcribing 
equipment is available. 
DEED OF GIFT 
to the Oral History Program of the 
Barnett Historic Preservation Foundation, Inc. 
DRAFT 
I, __________________ (interviewee/interviewer), hereby give my 
oral history interview(s) to the Oral History Program of the Barnett Historic Preservation 
Foundation, Inc. In so doing, I affirm that all rights, title and interest in the tape recordings 
and their transcripts (verbatim and edited), and the contents thereof, belong to the Barnett 
Historic Preservation Foundation, Inc. and I expressly assign any copyright interest I may have 




Barnett Historic Preservation Foundation, Inc. 






Oral History Pamphlet Series 
"Using Oral History in Community History Projects" by Laurie Mercier & Madeline Buckendorf 
1992. Paper. 34 pages. Bibliography. $8.00 
Offers concrete suggestions for planning, organizing, and undertaking oral history in 
community settings. Provides a step-by-step guide to project planning and establishing 
project objectives, with suggestions about identifying resources and securing funding. The 
authors address common problems encountered in executing such projects, and present a 
series of case studies of successful community oral history projects. The pamphlet also 
includes a basic bibliography. 
"Oral History and the Law" by John A. Neuenschwander 1993. Second edition, revised and 
enlarged. Paper. 53 pages. Indexed. $8.00 
A completely new revision of an Oral History Association best-seller which provides an 
introduction to the many legal issues relating to oral history practice. This edition looks at 
the latest case law and how new technologies, such as videotaping, pose new problems. 
Appendices contain sample legal forms and copyright forms. Written for the layperson, this 
pamphlet should be read before the tape recorder is turned on. 
"Oral History in the Secondary School Classroom" by Barry A. Lanman and George L. 
Mehaffy, 1988. 
Other Publications: 
"Oral History Evaluation Guidelines", 2nd edition, 1991. Free to members. 
Oral History Review. Past issues, from Vol. #1 (1973) to present, are available. $9.00 per issue 
$12.00 for double issues. Out of print issues. $20.00 (photocopy) 
"Oral History, Theatre, and Performance" (reprint, Oral History Review vol. 18, no. 2). $12.00 
OHA Newsletter, 1967 to present. Inquire as to availability. $3.00 per issue 
' -
Membership Directory and Annual Report. Included in membership. $5.00 for nonmembers 
Basic Bibliography on Oral History 
Prepared by 
Baylor University lnstitwe for Oral History 
P. 0 . Box 97271. Waco . Texas 76798-7271 Ph. (817) 755-3437 
Charlton, Thomas L. Oral History for Texans . 2d ed. Austin: Texas Historical Commission, 1985. Order 
from Texas Historical Commission, P. 0. Box 12276, Capitol Station, Austin, TX 78711. 
Frisch, Michael. A Shared Authority: Essays on the Craft and Meaning of Oral and Public History. 
Albany: State University of New York Press, 1990. 
Gluck, Shema Berger, and Daphne Patai. Women's Words: The Feminist Practice of Oral History. New 
York: Routledge, 1991. 
Grele, Ronald J., ed. Envelopes of Sound: Six Practitioners Discuss the Method, Theory, and Practice of 
Oral History and Oral Testimony. 2d ed. Chicago: Precedent Publishing, Inc., 1985. 
Jeffrey, Jaclyn, and Glenace Edwall, eds. Memory and History: Essays on Recalling and Interpreting 
Experience. Lanham, Md.: University Press of America, 1994. 
Portelli, Alessandro. The Death of Luigi Trastulli and Other Stories: Form and Meaning in Oral History. 
Albany: State University of New York Press, 1991. 
Ritchie, Donald A. Doing Oral History. New York: Twayne Publishers, 1994. 
Schorzman, Terri A., ed. A Practical Introduction to Video history: The Smithsonian Institution and 
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Experiment. Malabar, Fla.: Krieger, 1993. 
Stricklin, David, and Rebecca Sharpless, eds. The Past Meets the Present: Essays on Oral History. · 
Lanham, Md.: University Press of America, 1988. 
Tonkin, Elizabeth. Narrating Our Pasts: The Social Construction of Oral History. New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1992. 
Yow, Valerie Raleigh. Recording Oral History: A Practical Guide for Social Scientists. Thousand Oaks, 
Cal.: SAGE Publications, 1994. 
·~ 
The following publications are available from the Oral History Association, P. 0. Box 97234, Waco, 
Texas, 76798-7234. Call 817ll55-2764; Fax 817n55-1571: 
Oral History and the Law, rev. ed., by John A. Neuenschwander. 1993. 
Oral History in the Secondary School Classroom, by Barry A. Lanman and George L. Mehaffy. 1988. 
Oral History Evaluation Guidelines, rev. ed. 1992. 
Using Oral History inCommunity History Projects, by Laurie Mercier and Madeline Buckendorf. 1992. 
BARN£TI HISTORIC PR£S£RVATION FOUNDATION, INC. 
PRINCIPAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS - 1998 
* Qualified (through legal filings and fund raising efforts) as a 501 (c)(3) not-for-profit 
corporation 
* Collected written records, photographs, videos, memorabilia and other items 
relating to the history of Barnett Bank 
* Held discussions with several universities, museums and archives concerning 
permanent donation of all or portions of the historical materials - board of 
directors made on-site visits to the State Archives in Tallahassee, University of 
Florida and University of North Florida 
* Gained possession of presidential portraits in 42 nd Floor boardroom, and 
distributed portraits to the individuals or to members of their family 
* Assisted with the disposition of the Henderson and Blew currency collections, 
ensuring that they remained intact 
* Publicized the history of Barnett through working with newspaper journalists on 
articles that appeared in the Wall Street JournaJJ flon"da Times-um·on and St. 
Petersburg Times 
* Authored article on the history of Barnett Bank for Jacksonville Magazine 
* Completed six of proposed sixteen chapters for book on the history of Barnett Bank 
* Conducted twenty-eight interviews of former Barnett officers, directors and family 
members as part of an oral history project to document the history of the bank, 
and prepared/ edited transcripts of the interviews 
BARN£TI HISTORIC PR£S£RVATION FOUNDATION, INC. 
PRINCIPAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS - 1999 
* Selected State Archives in Tallahassee as the primary repository of the Barnett 
Historical records - began transference of records to State Archives 
* Donated selected memorabilia to Jacksonville's Museum of Science and History 
(MOSH) - Barnett was featured exhibit in MOSH lobby during May and June 
* Donated duplicate historical records (annual reports, employee publications, 
photos and magazine articles) to the University of North Florida's Special 
Collections 
* Arranged for transfer of statue of W. B. Barnett to the Solomon Lodge in the 
Barnett home (25 East First Street) - the Solomon Masonic Lodge was one of the 
featured homes in the Springfield Tour of Homes in December and a photo of the 
Barnett statue appeared in the Flon"da Times-um·on article about the tour 
* Article entitled "A Lender's Vintage Advice Holds True Today", reprinting Bion 
Barnett's 1936 memo on bank credit, appeared in Commercial Lending Review 
(Spring 1999) 
* Article entitled "William B. Barnett and Sons: Florida Banking Pioneers", accepted 
for publication in Florida Historical Quarterly (to be included in Summer 2000 
issue) 
* Completed manuscript for Barnett Bank, an illustrated history for Arcadia 
Publishing's "Images of America" series - expected to be in bookstores by March 
2000 
* Completed ten of fourteen chapters (revised from previous outlines of sixteen) for 
lengthy, in-depth history of Barnett Bank 
* Conducted twenty-eight interviews with former Barnett officers and directors as 
part of the oral history project to document the history of the bank, and prepared/ 
edited transcripts of ~e interviews (fifty-seven interviews now completed during the 
past two years) 
BARN£TT HISTORIC PR£S£RVATION FOUNDATION, INC. 
2000 OBJECTIVES 
1) Complete oral history intetview project (approximately 15 more) - to be completed 
by June · 
2) Complete revisions to existing ten chapters of book# 2 (lengthy Barnett history) by 
Februaiy, and write last four chapters by October - Have completed manuscript 
ready to be sent to potential publishers by October 
3) Complete transference of historic records and memorabilia to State Archives by 
October 
4) Promote sales of Barnett Bank (Arcadia Publishing) through presentations, book 
signings, etc. 
5) Outstanding Issue: - need to find a publisher (Board to discuss 
alternatives/ strategies) 
2001 ISSUES 
1) Lease on 3 rd Floor office space will be canceled - but 5th Floor lease continues until 
end of August 2001 
2) Need ongoing support for coordinating with publisher, revisions, etc. to get book 
ready for publication (possibility of some financial support for publication) 
3) Coordinate with State Archives over issues with cataloging of records and use of 
excess funds for research scholarships 
,_· .. 
, -; 
BARNETT HISTORIC PRESERVATION FOUNDATION, INC. 
BUSINESS PLAN 
April 1998 Plan vs. Actual Accomplishments 







Identify and collect documentary 
records and memorabilia of 
historical significance that relate to 
Barnett Bank, and its subsidiary 
and . acquired ins ti tu tions 
Arrange for permanent 
memorabilia displays and 
historical exhibits that memorialize 
the Barnett story in museums, 
libraries or other suitable locations 
Investigate alternatives for 
permanent housing of 
documentary records and transfer 
the historical collection to the 
designated archives ensuring that 
the selected institution has the 
expertise for responsible records 
management and the commitment 
to promote the awareness and use 
of the Barnett collection for 
research purposes 
Promote the research, writing and 
publication of a Barnett history 
Develop other outreach programs 
to promote the preservation of the 
Barnett legacy 
Completed with additional memorabilia/ 
records still arriving 
Selected memorabilia and photos 
donated to MOSH (displayed May-June 
1999 - to be used in permanent 
Centuries of Time exhibit) and UNF 
(photos on display on 3 rd floor of library). 
Major memorabilia collection to Museum 
of Florida History in Tallahassee for 
promised traveling exhibit focused on the 
history of Florida banking 
State Archives in Tallahassee selected -
records have begun to be transferred and 
catalogued 
Articles on Barnett have appeared in 
Jacksonville Magazine, Commercial 
Lending Review, and in Summer 2000 
Florida Historical Quarterly. Illustrated 
history Barnett Bank completed for 
Arcadia Publishing's "Images of America" 
series and due to be published March 
2000. Work on lengthy, in-depth history 
continues 
Have spoken with numerous groups 
(from the Orlando Rotary to the 
Jacksonville Barnett retirees group). 
Given interviews and photo opportunities 
to T.V. stations and newspapers 
BARNETT HISTORIC PRESERVATION FOUNDATION, INC. 
Business Plan 
(April 1998) 
The Barnett Historic Preservation Foundation, Inc. is a not-for-profit 501 (c)(3) corporation 
founded for the purpose of preserving and publicizing the historical legacy of Barnett Bank, 
emphasizing its important role in the growth of Jacksonville, the economic development of Florida 
and the evolution of the banking industry. 
The five principal objectives of the Barnett Historic Preservation Foundation, Inc. are: 
1) Identify and collect documentary records and memorabilia of historical significance that 
relate to Barnett Bank, and its subsidiary and acquired institutions; 
2) Arrange for permanent memorabilia displays and historical exhibits that memorialize the 
Barnett story in museums, libraries and other suitable locations; 
3) Investigate alternatives for the permanent housing of documentary records and transfer the 
historical collection to the designated archives ensuring that the selected institution has the 
expertise for responsible records management and the commitment to promote the 
awareness and use of the Barnett collection for research purposes; 
4) Promote the research, writing and publication of a Barnett history; and 
5) Develop other outreach programs to promote the preservation of the Barnett legacy. 
A business plan detailing how these objectives will be accomplished follows. 
Collecting Documentary Records and Memorabilia 
In December, 1997, the Foundation began gathering all of the historical records and memorabilia 
that had been collected by different areas of the bank and transferring them to a locked facility at 
112 West Adams Street (2nd Floor, 18 story Barnett Office Building) in downtown Jacksonville. 
These materials includ~ the following: 
1) Boxes of historical material housed in the Property Management Office, including old 
correspondence, photographs and miscellaneous memorabilia items (presumably organized 
initially by Russ Hoadley in the late 1980s and inventoried by Myrna Garbon, who worked 
on,, the memorabilia displays for the 42 story Barnett Tower). 
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2) Ledgers and miscellaneous journals and records maintained in the BBJ vault. 
3) Annual reports, employee publications, investor presentations, press releases, news 
clippings and various files maintained in the Corporate Communications area. 
4) Barnett People for Better Government files maintained by Marsha Cantrell in Tallahassee, 
and deemed to be non-current. 
5) Various records, regulatory filings and miscellaneous materials located in several records 
retention centers. 
The ledgers, photographs, etc. on display in the 42 story Barnett Tower, including the paintings 
in the Board rooms and memorabilia in Andy Cheney's office, have been left there. Both Andy 
and Sally Lockwood of the Property Management office, have agreed to give the Foundation these 
materials when they will no longer be used, or upon request. 
In addition, the Foundation publicized its activities through a memo from Allen Lastinger to 
MEC/MOC members and affiliate CEOs, a web site on the Bar Net E-mail and a notice in the last 
issue of Mtioo magazine. These efforts, plus word-of-mouth publicity, have generated numerous 
donations of materials, e.g., strategic planning studies, Lastinger speeches, photos, paintings·, 
lighted Barnett signs and affiliate scrapbooks and newsletters. Materials continue to be forwarded 
to the Foundation's offices. 
Several issues need to be addressed: 
1) The materials gathered need to be organized and separated into two distinct areas - those 
suitable for museum displays and those that have historical significance for a library or 
archival collection. The historical records will need to be inventoried into general 
categories based upon type and source of material, and sub-divided by file titles. This 
general cataloging will be an ongoing project, with completion scheduled for April 1999. 
A more detailed cataloguing will need to be deferred, together with the placement of the 
material into acid-free containers and temperature/humidity controlled rooms, until turned 
over to a library or museum. 
2) While inventorying the records, care must be taken to see if they contain any potentially 
confidential and/or inappropriate material, in which case provisions may be needed to 
restrict usage when gifted to a library or museum. Also, some of the materials may be 
duplicates, or have no historical value, in which case they should be eliminated from the 
collection. Unnecessary duplication will be eliminated by the Foundation President. The 
determination of "no historical value" generally should not be made individually, but upon 
the concurrence of at least one additional Director. The purging of unneeded material 
should also be completed by April 1999 . 
. , 
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Memorabilia Displays and Museum Exhibits 
Much of the material gathered would be excellent for museum displays, which could be used to 
present the Barnett story to the general public. The statue of William B. Barnett, W.D. Barnett's 
desk and chair, old ledgers, photos, plaques, lighted signs and miscellaneous memorabilia would 
make excellent visuals. There may be sufficient material for more than one museum display. · 
%ere should these museum disolays be located? The Jacksonville Museum of Science and 
History (MOSH) recently completed their exhibit on Jacksonville history from pre-colonial times 
to the present, but there is no opportunity to feature a single company and little area dedicated to 
banking (although Barnett is mentioned in three separate displays). There may be opportunities 
in the new City Hall (which has an excellent exhibit on the history of the Cohen Brothers 
department store), or in another facility such as the convention center or the new public library. 
Roseann Duran is scheduling a meeting with Mayor John Delaney to discuss possible options. 
Other possibilities include local colleges and the state museum in Tallahassee. Suggestions for 
additional potential sites are welcome, as well as assistance with introductions to museum directors 
or other decision makers. 
Once a museum (or museums) has been selected, there will be legal issues to resolve concerning 
gifting the memorabilia and coordinating with museum professionals to develop the exhibit. There 
may be some funding required on the part of the Foundation. 
A special mention should be made concerning the currency collections. According to Emory 
Robinson, a currency expert who has been hired to assess the value of the collections, the 
"Henderson Collection" of Florida issued currency, is a unique collection that should be 
maintained as a single entity since it offers significant insights into the early development of 
national banks in Florida. The currency may be included as part of a Barnett historical display, 
or it may be preferable to donate it separately to a facility equipped to handle this type of valuable 
collection. 
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Efforts to develop suitable museum exhibits will be ongoing, but should be concluded within the 
three year framework envisioned for the Foundation's activities. 
Pennanent Home for Documentary Records 
The historical records that relate to Barnett must be placed with a permanent archives or research 
library, which has the expertise to manage a manuscript collection and the ability to promote its 
use by serious scholars. Records include annual reports, employee publications, correspondence, 
minute books, reports, press releases, photographs, videos, advertising copy, selected ledgers, 
news clippi?gs and miscellaneous written and visual documents that promote an understanding of 
the company's past. 
To date, three institutions have expressed an interest in housing the Barnett collection: 
1) The State Archives in Tallahassee, The archives is the central repository for government 
records, including the Department of Banking and Finance. Its manuscript collections 
include the records of the Lewis State Bank and several 19th century Florida banks. It has 
a large professional staff, and over 15,000 individuals use the archives each year for 
research projects. 
2) The University of Florida, The university houses a large collection of Florida history 
material, including the manuscript collections of prominent figures in Florida history. The 
records of the Florida National Bank are found at the University of Florida, but this 
collection is limited to relatively more recent materials. 
3) The University of North Florida, Much smaller than the two preceding libraries, UNF has 
developed a Jacksonville-based collection of material. The library has proposed making 
the Barnett collection the centerpiece of its Jacksonville business history collection, and 
using it as a means of attracting donations from other local companies. The library's 
special collections area needs additional space and funding to accommodate this endeavor, 
though a new library facility is scheduled for construction in 2-3 years. 
The selection of the best archival site will be one of the most important decisions for the Board. 
The Foundation President will visit with representatives from the various libraries to develop pros 
and cons for each and attempt to include other directors in meetings with library staff as 
appropriate. 
There is no immediate u_rgency in gifting the historical records to a library or archives, as these 
records are needed for the research for proposed Barnett history publications. A decision about 
the ultimate location can be made whenever appropriate, but the records not donated until the year 
2000. Once that decision is made, however, legal counsel will be needed to define the terms of 
the gift, to include any restrictions and special conditions that are deemed appropriate. 
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Research, Writing and Publication 
The Foundation will promote and publicize the Barnett history through a publications program. 
The primary focus will be to write the narrative and select the photographs and other illustrations 
for a "coffee table" history. A major publishing firm committed to works on Florida history, such 
as the University Press of Florida (Gainesville) or the Pineapple Press (Sarasota) will be 
approached. If accepted by the publisher, the goal is to have the manuscript completed in 12 to 
18 months, with publication anticipated in the year 2000. 
While rese.arching the book, other opportunities for publishing articles about the history of the 
bank will be pursued. Bion Barnett's 1936 memo on evaluating credit has been submitted to the 
Commercial Lending Review and is scheduled for publication this summer. A query for 
American Heritage for an article about the Barnett Family has been submitted. Other possible 
topics include Barnett during the Great Depression and a biographical sketch of Guy Botts. 
Additional article ideas, for both general interest magazines and scholarly historical journals, may 
arise during the course of research. 
An important component of the research project is an oral history program. The Foundation 
President has visited the Oral History Program of the University of Florida for advice on how to 
proceed. Tape recording equipment has been purchased and more than 100 potential interviewees 
identified. Plans are to begin the interviews in April 1998, and to complete 4 to 6 interviews per 
month. This may be an ambitious schedule, given the research that needs to be completed prior 
to each interview and the logistical complications involved in scheduling the interviews (especially 
for those who live outside of Jacksonville). Transcripts will be prepared from each interview, 
either internally, or by outside fee-based services such as the University of Florida Oral History 
Department. The interviews will not only be valuable for the historical publication project, but 
also as valuable research material to be included with the donation to a library or archives. 
Other Outreach Projects 
As the above listing of activities gets underway, other opportunities to promote the history of 
Barnett Bank will arise. Within the limitations of time and money, these will be pursued. 















Business Plan Timeline 
Begin collecting memorabilia/documentary records 
Organize Foundation - administrative/legal issues addressed 
Begin search for museum/exhibition sites and magazine/book 
publishers 
Begin oral history program 
Identify potential sites for currency collections 
Complete records cataloging/purging of superfluous material 
Complete manuscript for proposed "coffee table" book 
Complete selection of museum/archival sites 
Complete oral history program 
Assist with packing/transporting records and memorabilia 
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• - Interviews conducted by other individuals, but transcribed or re-transcribed & edited by Foundation. 4 
EQUIPME;\;T CONSIDERATIONS 
111c interviews you conduct deserve a future. You will spend a lot of time preparing 
for and conducting each interview; don't let a poor quality recording ruin all your hard 
work. 
A durable, dependable tape-recorder and a good microphone are essential to high-
quality oral history interviewing. Below are some features to look for in the equipment 
you plan to use. If you do not have suitable equipmen4 find sonieone who does. Local 
schools, libraries, or historical societies may be willing to loan equipment in exchange for 
a copy of your interview tapes. A good source of equipment information is your local 
"media expen"--every community has a sound buff or two who might be willing to share 
expertise with you. Whatever your equipment, know it well. Practice and play with it 
until you can operate it with your eyes closed. 
Your Tape Recorder 
Most oral history projects use a light, durable cassette recorder. You don't need a 
very expensive model, BUT you don't want a dime-store special. Recorders should have 
the following features: 
1. Digital tape counter 
2. Battery indicator/recorder level 
3. Jack for external microphone (avoid using a built-in microphone) 
4. Be sure it can be used with batteries or wall-outlet electricity--use electricity from a 
wall outlet whenever possible, as it is more reliable than batteries. 
Your Tapes 
Use only good quality C-60 (thiny minutes per side) cassette tapes, as the C-90 and 
C-120 cassettes are thinner and tend to stretch and bleed, as well as break more easily. 
Again, you need not buy $4.00 apiece music tape, but neither should you buy 3/$1 _ 
specials. Check to make sure tapes have screw casings (tiny screws holding the tape 
together, not heatsealed) . Many state agencies sell supplies to local nonprofit groups--
they are able to ob~n high quality products at low prices on state contracts--check with 
your local college or ·university for more information. Other things to remem~r include: 
1. Use the same brand of tape when duplicating cassettes. All C-60 cassettes are not the 
same length; buy tapes for duplicates at the same time you buy tape for original 
interviews. 
2. To ensure that your tapes have a future, copy them onto 1.5 mil Mylar or polyester-
backed, open-reel recording tape. This tape is magnetically stable and will last 
indefinitely. 
3. Be sure to punch out the tabs on the back of the cassette after the interview so that the 
tape cannot accidentally be erased. 
Equipment, p. 2 
4. Store tapes in a cool, dry place. Be sure to keep them free of dust. Rewind them 
annually. 
Your Microphone 
An external microphone, not encased in the recorder itself, provides the least "hiss" 
or background noise or machine noise from within the recorder .... You can use either a 
microphone with a stand that would sit on a table facing the narrator or a lapel mike that 
clips to the narrator's clothes--his/her voice would be clear, yours slightly muffled but 
audible. Excellent recordingscan also be obtained with lapel microphones for each 
participant, joined by an inexpensive Y-cord adapter. -
Baylor University Institute for Oral History 
.- ·; :') -! ' 
::T~'-/ · 








GUIDELINES AND PRINCIPLES OF :- ~-~/.-. .. , .. 
THE ORAL HISTORY ASSOCIATION ·,·· .: .: •.p~•1.~q~~)t/·.':.:i/:.,,· 
. . . . ~~ - . . . . ·, .~· ~-! - .,. - ~:: ·;\/ •. :~ :\~.\~~ii< .. -·-~-;~:.'\).:_·.-
The Oral History Association promotes __ oral ~t~!~IY: as a meth~q C?,( ·ga~h,~.r~ng,t,~.~)i,it.( ·· . · 
preserving his!orica.l info~atie>n t~r~ugh recorded }m~m_~~~-wi~h J'ar~~p~~J f ~,~t_ ev~~ {f/ . . .•,. _ 
and ways of hfe. It encourages those who produce and use oral history ~()_. r~~<;>~ ~rt!i..oj:;:~~/ _ . :.· .. -> 
princip~e_s, rights, a~d . obligati~ns !or th~ cre~~on_~f_~urc~ Il\a~~rial _t~t !~~§µi~ri~c/~~1;12 ~~ l-'4r -~-'-.. ,)r 
and rehable. These u~clu~e ~bhgations to the. _1?te~~~;~' .JC?J he pr?fess1?n,,A~~} ~ th,:~~!'~PJI~l:{lr~ _· · ,:} 
as well as ~utual o~hga~ons between sponsonng orga_mzati9~ a~d-;W,te~ew~s. · :· .· _ . . .... ~- ~t~:;'.; : _ .. . 
Oral history interviews are conducted by people with. a range of aff1hahons ~~~ll-~ > 
sponsors~ip for~ v~rie:y of puryx>ses: to create a~c~val rec9rds, ~or indi~,~.'!rl; r~~!8f t~;;,~•-· ·._,<_·· ·:-;; 
community and institutional pro1ects, and for publications and media productipns. ~!Je th~_;:.~1_:.-:. ·: '.' · .:, ._ . 
prin~pl~ _ and standard~~pr~vide. a ~n~r~l ~am~~~;~ ,tfo~. -~~!?i.ng_,P~Of~ssi_~;n~t f p~dt~)l.tt1~~;ti1ii:~}M~~ir~:0i ;. 
a~phcation ma~ vary_ accord mg t~ the natur~ of_ s~c1 ~~uustory ~r?J~t~·} !~'!.l~~ . '. . ~: }lJ.f fill 
pu1J'o~ Qf the_1~t~rviews, o~al hist'?.~ _~h~~ld be _co,~d,ucted .. ~,~ t~e spm_t -~ft8:~~~ ~~9~~~ } :_·-~~:~t,~i}~J./ 
sooal r~sponsibihty, and ~1th a r~ogmtion of the -}1:lt~rachve a~d __ ~~)-~~~~ -:~~~~i~ti ll1F(~f {~~~;~ -
:'Herpns~-- ·. . . . . . . . ' .. ~ :J' .. •. ' ,; : /?,;!t i< '~::t~ rl;,  
Responsibility to Interviewees: .-:. · · · . · · --'-_'._ \ _·•:·:-·J.~~ff,)t~:-_:;-- · 
.. ., . . . . ' ,,-, .. r(<~-~it&#t-t-:,·· •<; o' • . ,-
1. Int~rviewees should be informed of the purposes ~ntj. procedures of _p~l, history ½:-~effiiJ~f~:i-\,~~--
.. and of the aims and anticipated uses of the particular projects to which t_~~Y. ~r~ ~~ltjnt•• /}-:'\\: \ _ 
contributi_C?~· . . . · . ·· · . · > · ·
1
. ·, ·; • · .. • •· .. :~'~ilff§t1{' · ,_ ... · 
2. Interviewees should be informed of the mutual rights in the oral history process, -~~c~ a~}it~fi 
editing, access restrictions, copyrights, prior use, royalties, and the expected dispositicfo~~'1id /;/ · -
disseminatio~ofallformsofthe:ecord. ' . ·_- ' · .: .. L ,,:~~~L 
3. Interviewees should be informed that they will be asked to sign a . lega_l r~!~a5$:2i - _ 
Interviews should remain confidential until interviewees have given ·permission for .thei( use~:::~-{'~ ··a_:,> : 
4. Inter:'iewers should guard against ;!l'a~ng promises to interviewee_s that t~ey ~ Y;~~f~; )/< 
able to fulfill, such as guarantees of pubhcahon and control over future uses of interviews a{~r}:;!tf/ 
h h bee d bl
. ·'/>•";/.,)_ ., . ·' . 
t ey ave n ma e pu 1c. . _ . ,~;:~-y·:_:,( ' 
5. Interviews should be conducted in a_ccord with ~my prior _agreements mad_e_ w~~h: ~i}g/. 
interviewee, and such preferences a~~ agreemen~--~_D~!!Jd _be docume~_ted for' the rec<;>rct -~;., t;~~~;~~;:~ .-.__ 
6. Interviewers should work to achieve a balance· be~een the objectives} >,f _the projec,t ctAgJ~f- _ .. ... 
the perspectives of the interviewees. They should be. sensitive to the diversity of sod,~~f~tJ~'r.: .-:· 
cultural experiences, and to the implications of race, gender, class, ethnicity, age, religion/ and ~-;:~ ... 
sexual orientation. They _should encourage i~te_rview~~~J~-re~pond in tl)eir_ ~wn s~J!1~~9k,i,ll~/-'· -~.: .'. 
Iangua~, and t~ ~dd r~ss i~sues ~hat refl~ct the~r concerns.· Inte~~e~~rs sho~l_d ~l~y e_~lp.f~~~ Jf1ffi f•·.,:k~f ... 
appropnate areas of mqmry with the mterv1ewee an~ ., ~'?-~ be ~t~s-~~~--: ~ _~.~-~u~rf~.~, L r~~ ~?.!~ .!~,-
sponses. . ·.:-.~ 
. 7. Inte~e~er~ shoul~ ~ard_ agains~ possible expl':)ita_~~n o"t inte~ewe~~~1rid ~ .).~!a~ -~f~~t.:•;''.'-· 
!o the _ways m which the•: mtei:v1ew~ m1gh~ be used~ ~~~~~ :wers n:iust _res~t :_tlle ng~~ .. ~tt_ 61~ __ il_~#}:~_~if_-~_f : 
mterviewee to refuse to discuss certam sub1ects, to restnct access to the mterv1ew, or under_~ ~~ t.,:':·, _. ~$\.~ : 
tre~e circum~tance~ even to choose anonymity. Interviewers should dearly explainj~~\~f.?< _;:_ :.:,-?-,~--
options to all mterv1ewees. _ ;r,--; '.' ''1:'!'~- ➔ - ... ,.·· ;-.·-=-,·- :; ~,~1~;~:1·-~~1t ·· :r1.• ... (,t ~·i'H~~- ¼~:;;;i:., 
Responsibility to the Public and to the Profession: · · · · · :. · _. · .. , · · . --~ -·::P .. · · 
1. Oral historians have a responsibility to maintain the highest professibiat standa~1 • _ 
• •• . ' • < T I. 1' ! "1 'j, . · .,, .;,._91 
~1"!e conduct_of their ,w_ork and to ~phol~ __ the sta_n~ards of. tl)e, ~~rious disciplin~~-~pjd pro(~1 
with which the are affiliated. " · · · ,. ·. .-· ·· · · - · · · · . ,r .. -":r L .. !~~: 
. 2. In-recogni~on of the im porta:n~ of°bral 'history'tcr in\ inde~ tandingt~!Wffl~~ p<''~st irid' 0- . 
· °'\½• -•# •·11·,z·r~-}:t,.U-r~· 
cost and effort involved, interviewers and interviewees should mutually strivtdo"record .can 
information of lasting value.and tc{ make that infonnati·o1taccessible . . _.f': ;• "'. }?;::",~1•:~v;?"'~,,-
. . .~.tr:.-_.:,. . . • :-:2 ~,{: _ . ,. : 1 ·;. . :--;_ ; ::. ~n -~ :-~~.;11 .li :: rr- ·~:;, 
. .,_ ._. . 
. - .: · ...... ~ 
·:--: ( -:.~:.·· 
·" . ., , 
• :\:., ~ . • .. . 
t •• ~ 
. ·. ,J· . /if~: 
3. Interviewees should be selected on the basis of the relevance of their experiences to__the .. :. 
b . h d .. · ~~ "~'?,,<ief; su 1ect at an . · _ · · . , _. ~. · f ·:\f,..,f.,:.., _. 
4. Interviewers should possess interviewing s~11s as well as profe~ional compet~~ 
experience with the subject at hand. . ~ . . ----11 _ . _ 
?~. ~~ga~~l~.~ ~ <;>( th_~, s~~f!c -~!l-~e~~sts_ o! -~~. p~_<?i~h}~terX-i~~ e,r~, sl;\~~~q 1 ~H~.m~i; ~.O, -W&iit _ , ':t:· .: 
the mqm1:Y beyond the spec1f1_~ f~s of the pro1ect t? crea_~e as complete a rec~f~ . ~ -P:O~l?~J:.;,?-\\j,.~~,1. . : ·t. 
the benefit of oth~rs_._. ., _ .. ; .··- . . ~ . . . .. ~ ..... ,.-.. = ·:< . _ . . .. ,~.t~,--· . 
6. Intervie'Y~rs_ should strive to . pro~p~ informativ.~ ~Ha~ogue __ through ,c.ha!_~engu:ig h~~-,< '-·>~· _ ;
perceptive inqu,iry: They _should be groundea in the background of the persons.peing ~tervjewecl~st·. -~ 
- ·· J:,.: ,_.,.. • , I ' • 1 • --. ._,.. • • >. • • •-""!,;.J:i.......,&tf.;> . ,• 
and, when pos~ible, should carefully re_search .. appropriate c::iocu~ents ·and seco~~ary _so~ .\ 
related to subj~ts about which !he interviewees c_an speak. _.·:, . _ · · -~ >J~t _ . 
7. Inter~e:wers ~~ould ~a~e every ef~o~ ,_~o record t~ei~ inte~ie~s. ~ey.sho1:1l~ p~~~:/:},i,,· -:. ;• -/'· 
~ompl~te docurr.,te1_1ta.~on of th:.~.~ pr:epara~o~,~nd n::1~th~_ds~ mclud.11}~ _t~e c1_r~~~nces_~l&f:~~-;\·,? .. . : 
-~nte~ews. ~nd_ te,<rvie\V~~'-~n~ ~lt~n dpo~1.~!sth~~t~~~~:~;_~, '.~,h~~~-~,-~_! ~ew --~-n~-;~,~_,!~~~;mm •.. ·_· _, _::;_§,:\_~fri::~-+_Ir_~ '.· 
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DO'S AND DON'TS FOR ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWING 
1. DO be extremely familiar with your tape recorder before, you begin. You should 
know exactly what each button does and not take up valuable interview time figuring it out. 
2. DO put a formal introduction on the tape. Include your name, the name of the person 
that you are interviewing, the day's date, the location of the interview, and why you are 
interviewing the person, if appropriate. Labels fall off of tapes and this ensures that you and future 
generations will know what's on it. 
3. DO work from an outline rather than a set of formal questions. You need to allow 
yourself some flexibility, realizing that each interview is a unique exchange with a unique 
individual. 
4. DO ask open-ended questions. These are questions that require more than a yes-or-no 
question. For example, asking, "How did you feel about George .Wallace?" gives the respondent 
much more room to talk than asking "Did you like George Wallace?" They can answer that yes or 
no, end of conversation. 
Variation: one possible tack can be simple "Tell me about George Wallace." That opens up wide 
realms of possible answers. 
5. DO ask follow-up questions. As you are receiving broad answers, be listening for the 
"holes" in the information--details that you11 want later. You may especially want to ask "where" 
and "when" questions to document events carefully. And of course, you'll always want to know 
"why." 
It's important to let the interviewee know that you're listening. Many people do this by making 
little sounds or phrases known as feedback. Lots of interviewers will simply say "uh-huh" or "I 
see"--neutral statements that don't indicate agreement or disagreement Sometimes interviewers are 
so eager to build rapport that they sound like they 're agreeing with something they don't. Nodding 
silently also an option. "I understand" is sometimes useful, sometimes not BUT feedback is 
usually essential. 
6. DON'T ask leading questions--those that indicate to your interviewee how you want 
her/him to respond. An example of a leading question would be, "I think George Wallace was a 
real jerk. Don't you think so?" Such a question puts the interviewee in the awkward position of 
having to agree or disagree with you. 
7. DON'T insert your own opinions onto the tape. This is not your interview. Try to 
keep "chatting" on tape to a minimum, too. 
8. DON'T argue with your interviewee, ever. There is no faster way to lose an interview. 
If you suspect that she/he is misremembering, you can put your disagreement into the third person: 
"You just told me that you believe that Fannie Lou Hamer was not important to the civil rights 
movement. Some people have said that she was the heart of the Mississippi movement. How 
would you respond to that statement?" 
9. DO pay close attention to your interviewee's answers. Many new interviewers are 
so worried about the next question that their minds are racing ahead rather than attending to the 
subject at hand. Don't worry if your questions are not immediately on the tip of your tongue. 
They don 't have to be worded beautifully~ in fact, sometimes it's better if they're not, because that 
gives the interviewee the message that her/his answers don't have to be worded perfectly, either. 
10. DO use silence to elicit more information. When your interviewee seems to have 
exhausted her/his answer, just sit quietly for a few moments. Chances are excellent that the 
interviewee will think of something else to say. (This is a hard rule to get used to. We tend to be 
uncomfortable with silence.) 
11. DON'T interrupt your interviewee unless it's absolutely essential. Remember, 
tape is cheap, and it's better to let the person run on than it is to cut them off. Besides, sometimes 
the "rabbits" that they chase are more interesting than their main stories. 
12. DON'T let the tape run out at the end of your cassette. Take the time to stop the 
interview and turn the tape over rather than just continuing to talk while the tape is off. It's very 
frustrating trying to reconstruct what was said while the tape was being switched. 
13. DO take into account the interviewee's age, physical condition, et cetera, 
when deciding how long to continue the interview. Many elderly people fade after about 
an hour. (Many interviewers do, too.) 
14. DO keep in mind the larger purposes of history while you're interviewing. As 
grandiose as that sounds, it just means to remember that others may have use for this material after 
you 're through with it. So try to record for posterity, keeping in mind the needs of future 
researchers (which are, of course, impossible to know). Likewise, you should strongly consider 
depositing your tapes in an appropriate library or archives. This serves two purposes: one, it 
makes the interviews available to a wide audience, and others can verify your uses of oral sources. 
15. DO a I ways bear in mind that the interviewee is doing you a favor in sharing 
information. So mind your manners: show up on time, always be polite, send a thank-you note 
after it's over. If the person is especially helpful to you, you may want to consider giving her/him 
a copy of the tape. 
16. DO label your tape carefully,.even though it's a challenge to get information on a 
cassette label. Include the names of the interviewees and interviewers, the date, the location, the 
length of the interview and how many tapes you used (1 hr., 20 minutes; tape 1 of 2; recorded on 
both sides). Be sure to punch the tabs out on top of the tape to avoid accidental erasure. 
ABOVE ALL: 
17. DO relax and enjoy your interview. You are involved in creating a primary source 
document with a person who deserves to have her/his story told. And remember that interviewing 
gets easier with practice. 
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ETHICAL AND LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 
from the Oral History Evaluation Guidelines of the Oral Histqry Assqciation ( 1992) 
Ethical Concerns 
1. Each oral history interviewer should commit herself/himself to producing the highest-
quality interview possible. The interviewer should realize that the life of the tape ex-
tends far beyond the immediate use and should strive to gather information that will be 
relevant to future users. 
1. • • 
2. The interviewee should be informed of her/his rights and interests, the purposes of the 
program/project, interview and transcribing procedures, final location of tapes and 
transcripts, and potential use of the memoir. 
3. Interviewers should guard against any possible exploitation of interviewees and be 
sensitive to ways in which interviews might be used. 
4. Interviewers should be sensitive to the communities from which they have collected 
their oral histories, talcing care not to reinforce thoughtless stereotypes or to, bring un-
due notoriety to the communities. The resulting interviews should be made accessible 
to the communities. 
5. Interviewees should be given the opportunity to respond to questions as freely as pos-
sible and not be subjected to stereotyped assumptions. 
6. Interviewers should malce every effort to place completed interviews in an archives or 
repository where they can be used by other interested researchers. 
Leeal Concerns 
1. Oral history interviews are subject to U.S. copyright law (1978). 
2. For public use of tapes/transcripts, both the interviewee and the interviewer must give 
written permission. 
3. Standardized release forms are useful; a general release and a separate form permitting 
restrictions or a time seal will be needed. You may adapt release forms from other 
projects, or consult a lawyer and create your own form. The latter may be advisable if 
your project has any sensitive aspects. 
4. Ideally, a general release should be signed before an interview series begins. Restric-
tions may be added by supplemental agreement. 
5. Restricted oral memoirs should have specified opening dates. It is very difficult to en-
force restrictions, for instance, that are linked to the duration of someone's lifetime. 
6. Oral history interviews are subject to libel and slander law. The interviewer should be 
sensitive to possible violations of this law and be prepared to seal this portion of the 
tape or edit the transcript so that the name of the person being slandered is not made 
public. 
For further information, see John A. Neuenschwander, Oral History and the Law, revised 
edition (Albuquerque, N.M.: Oral History Association, 1993). 
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DEVELOPING AND MANAGING A LOCAL 
ORAL HISTORY PROGRAM 
Whether you are from an historical society, museum, library, or a.re-an independent re-
searcher, you must develop a cohesive plan for your oral history program. Here are a few 
things to keep in mind. 
1. Have an advisory committee with representatives of various occupational, educational, 
ethnic, and religious backgrounds. A well-selected and dedicated committee can give 
consistent direction to a project as well as encourage local participation and support. 
2. Develop project goals and guidelines. These guidelines should aid the interviewer(s) in 
researching and developing question outlines. Determine what kinds of information you 
want to gather. (BUT remember to be flexible.) Discuss all aspects of the project, from 
pre-interview research to the selection of a repository for the tapes. 
3. Assign a director-someone who works well with a variety of people and how or is 
willing to learn how to administer an oral history project. 
4. When making project decisions, pay close attention to the financial realities of oral his-
tory. Can you count on extra local support? Could you get some kind of grant? Develop 
a budget based on your circumstances and stick by it. 
The following list of questions should be considered when establishing an oral history 
project: 
1. Why is the project needed? 
2. What are the goals and objectives for the project? 
3. What approaches will serve the objectives best? 
4. Who will direct the project? 
5. What organization or institution will administer the project? 
6. Who purchases, owns, and maintains the equipment of the project? 
7. Where will the generated oral history material be deposited, and under what terms and 
conditions? 
8. What is to be the legal status of the interviews of the project? 
9. Who owns the tapes and controls access to them? 
10. Who may use the tapes and for what purpose? 
11. Who are to be interviewers and interviewees? 
12. What steps are needed to lend the project the necessary prestige and authority required 
to gain access to interviewees? 
13. What kind of staff is needed? 
14. What will be the length of the project? 
15. What types of equipment will best serve the goals of the project? 
16. What processing procedures will be used for the taped interviews? 
17. How will the project and resulting tapes be publicized? 
18. How will the generated oral history materials be used? 
19. How much will the project cost? 
20. How will the project be funded? 
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